
Example:
A transaction deriving data item d5 arrives and need fresh values on d3 and d4
A schedule of needed updates of data items is constructed by traversing the
graph recursively for each branch starting from d5:
• Branches are prioritized based on age of a data item or approximation of error
• If the reached data item is marked as changed it is put first in the schedule

The shown traversal is a depth-first traversal giving the algorithm ODDFT
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Keep data fresh by:
1) Updating base items
2) Marking data items as possibly changed (   ) when a parent

changes outside its data validity bound
3) Scheduling necessary updates at the arrival of a

transaction
(i) prioritize pending updates, e.g., d4 before d3
(ii) traverse the graph such that precedence constraints are
fulfilled. Needed updates are put in the schedule

4) Executing updates from the schedule

Mecel

• Baseline algorithms are well-known on-demand updating
algorithms focusing either on consistency of produced
results (OD) or throughput of transactions (ODKB)

• The baseline algorithms are extended with the proposed
updating scheme in value domain of data items (OD_V and
ODBK_V)

Freshness of data items defined in the value-domain Freshness of data items defined in time-domain as age

• The required number of updates is different for different
system states
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• Base items change much in the intervals 0-15 sec and 75-
100 sec, and less in 15-75 sec

• The proposed updating algorithm maintains consistency
well since needed updates are always investigated and
put in the schedule if possible
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